Abstract. Contemporary computers bring us very large datasets, datasets which can be too large for those same computers to analyse properly. One approach is to aggregate these data (by some suitably scientic criteria) to provide more manageablysized datasets. These aggregated data will perforce be symbolic data consisting of lists, intervals, histograms, etc. Now an observation is a p-dimensional hypercube or Cartesian product of p distributions in p , instead of the p-dimensional point in p of classical data. Other data can be naturally symbolic. We give a brief overview of interval-valued data and show briey that it is important to use symbolic analysis methodology since, e.g., analyses based on classical surrogates ignore some of the information in the dataset.
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Introduction
Suppose Y = (Y 1 , · · · , Y p ) is a pdimensional random variable. Classical data values of Y are points in p-dimensional space p . In contrast, symbolic data are hypercubes in p or a Cartesian product of p distributions. Symbolic data typically are in the form of lists, intervals, or modal values; the most common form of modal data is histogram-valued data but can include other formats such as models, or histograms" weighted by possibilities, necessities, capacities, credibilities, and the like. A classical value is a special case. See for detailed descriptions of symbolic data.
Symbolic data arise in a number of dierent ways. One way is as the result of aggregation of (usually) large or enormous datasets.
The aggregation can occur simply to produce a dataset of more manageable size in order to conduct appropriate analyses; or it can occur as a result of some scientic question(s) of interest. Take the data of Table 1 , extracted from a large dataset of (over 200) variables. Table 1 (a) shows the values for individual cardiac patients, and gives details of the admitting hospital, age, and smoking history. In this particular study, interest centered on the survival rates for patients following the different pathways (where pathways were identied by hospital, units such as cardiology, or intensive care, or . . . , to which a patient was admitted). Thus, the statistical observation" of study was not the patient but the pathway. Therefore, observed Y values for a pathway are those obtained after aggregating over all patients who followed that specic pathway. Thus, in Table 1 (b), the patients who followed the pathway`Hospital 1' had ages over the interval [70, 82] 
and the sample mean is
This sample variance can be shown to satisfy (see Billard, 2007) 
where the midpoint of each observation
That is, the Total Sum of Squares (SS) is
The Between SS term represents the variation between the midpoints of the observations. The Within SS is the sum of the internal variations of the observations. When all observations are classically valued, a u = b u = Y u , and so Within SS = 0, as a special case. When the interval midpoints are used as classical surrogates, this Within SS component of the total variation is ignored. Hence, the results will dier from the (correct) symbolic analyses results.
Exploiting the analogous relationship (5) for sums of products, we can show that for
As for the variances, analyses using classical surrogates such as interval midpoints lose the within observations covariances". Suitable adjustments for those interval observations where the internal distribution is nonuniform follow through.
To illustrate, take the blood data of (2), as well as the covariances from (6) and hence the correlation functions, are shown in Table 4 (a). 
Principal Component Analysis
Chouakria (1998) In order to help clarify the visualization and interpretation of these principal components, it is further proposed to retain for use in (8) only those vertices x u k whose contribution
exceeds a specied α. In (9), x u k is the vertex k in L u , d(·, G) is the Euclidean distance from that vertex and the centroid G of all observations. Eqn (8) directly corresponds to α = 0. When α = 0.2, the principal components P Cν, ν = 1, 2, are as shown in Table  5 (b); the number of vertices n ν which satises this condition, ν = 1, 2, is also shown. The resulting P Cν, ν = 1, 2, are plotted in Figure   2 .
The clusters become more apparent in Figure 2 .
Thus, we see that observations Finally, under the rule ν : Y 3 < Y 2 , the symbolic principal components P Cν, ν = 1, 2 for α = 0.2 are shown in Table 6 and plotted in Figure 4 As another example of the distinctness of a symbolic analysis over a classical analysis, the divisive clustering method of Chavent (1997 Chavent ( , 1998 Chavent ( , 2000 is applied to the symbolic data of Table 3 , under the rule Y 3 < Y 2 . The resulting hierarchy is shown in Figure  5 . When the divisive method is applied to the midpoints as classical surrogates, the hierarchy is as displayed in Figure 6 . Not only do the hierarchies produce dierent clusters, the cutting criteria (after the rst cut) dier. The dierence is explained by the fact that in the symbolic analysis all the information in the data is used, while in the classicall analysis some of the information is omitted. 
Conclusion
With the advent of the modern computer, large datasets are ubiquitous. Aggregation across categories in these large datasets will inevitably produce symbolic data. Therefore, it is important that methodology be developed to analyse symbolic data. Some software exists and can be downloaded free from the web (http://www.ceremade.dauphine.fr/∼touati/ sodas-pagegarde.htm). Descriptions for their use can be found in Diday and NoirhommeFraiture (2008).
